As some of you may have heard, the FOHBC Virtual Museum opened at midnight on 01 January 2020 when we went from our construction mode to our Soft Opening. There is no place, anywhere, where you will see our great antique bottle and glass pieces, images and research in one location. A true museum experience.

There are fifty-six (56) great examples on shelves within the Bitters Gallery and seventy-five (75) exquisite examples on shelves within the Historical Flask Gallery. Each with research and support imagery. We will be adding to continuously.

We are partially opening the Spirits and Fruit Jar Galleries too. Items are not on display shelves yet but are ready for viewing. This simply means you can visit the gallery and see a limited number of superb examples. We will be adding more on a weekly basis with completion slated for the first or second quarter of 2020.

The other Galleries, Gift Shop, and Research Library are under construction and are noted as such. The Hall of Recognition is Open. The Press Room is Open.

The museum is fully automated as far as taking payments. $10 day pass, $5 for FOHBC Members with *coupon code.
Construction Passes are $50 for six months or until the Museum formally opens with a minimum five galleries. It is $25 for FOHBC Members with *coupon code.
Please visit and send your comments. A soft opening helps us test things out, get it right and make it better. Thanks!

*coupon code available to FOHBC Member for discount.

fohbcvirtualmuseum.org

FOHBC Virtual Museum Team: ALAN DeMAISON, FERDINAND MEYER V, MIGUEL RUIZ & RICHARD T. SIRI